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Abstract: This study addresses the urgent need to combat misinformation by leveraging the capabilities of BERTweet for advanced fake 

news detection. The study begins with the pretraining of BERTweet on a diverse corpus, harnessing its ability to comprehend contextual 

relationships in social media texts. Fine-tuning follows using a meticulously curated dataset representing a variety of sources and deceptive 

writing styles commonly found in fake news. To enhance the model’s resilience, external knowledge sources such as fact-checking 

databases and reputable news outlets are integrated during both pretraining and fine-tuning. In addition, the study employs data 

augmentation techniques to address potential imbalances, exposing the model to a broader linguistic spectrum present in fake news on 

social media platforms. 
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1. Introduction 

The ubiquity of digital platforms and social media has 

ushered in an era of unprecedented information flow, yet it 

has also given rise to a pressing concern—fake news [1]. 

Public discourse, political stability, and individual decision-

making processes are all at risk due to the quick and 

extensive dissemination of false or completely created 

information, also known as misinformation. Thus, reliable 

and effective techniques to identify and lessen the impact of 

false information are critical. This study investigates the use 

of the cutting-edge natural language processing (NLP) 

model bidirectional encoder representations from 

transformers (BERT) in the field of fake news detection[1]. 

Effective techniques for distinguishing between reliable and 

misleading information are more important than ever due to 

the spread of fake news. Traditional approaches often 

struggle to navigate the intricacies of language, context, and 

the dynamic nature of online content [2]. In response to 

these limitations, machine learning techniques, especially 

those binding advanced NLP models, have attracted 

attention as a potential solution. 

Detecting factual news from a sea of misleading digital 

information is a challenging task in this era. Taking the help 

of machine learning to build models that would help in 

solving such tasks is an hour of the need. In addition, the 

challenge lies in developing models that are capable of 

understanding the context, language, subtleties of language, 

and intent. The Tweetruth model focuses on not only 

classifying the tweet as fact or not but also providing a 

significant level of confidence of the tweet either being fact 

or not. 

2. Literature Survey 

The literature survey underscores the significance of BERT 
and BERTweet models in fake news detection, showcasing 
their effectiveness in capturing contextual nuances and 
addressing the unique challenges posed by social media 
platforms. Below is a rigors survey discussing ablut Fake 
news detection: 

Table 1: 

Hadee

r 

Ahme

d, Issa 

Traor

e, and 

Sherif 

Saad 

Year 

2017 

Detection of 

Online Fake News 

Using N-Gram 

Analysis and 

Machine Learning 

N-gram modeling is a widely 

used technique for identifying 

and analyzing features in the 

language modeling and 

natural language processing 

disciplines. 

In word-based n-gram data, 

modifications such as stop-

word removal, tokenization, 

sentence segmentation, and 

punctuation removal are 

required. 

Here, a simple classifier based 

on n-grams can distinguish 

between fake and genuine 

news articles. 

Reem

a 

Aswa

ni, 

Arpan 

Kuma

r Kar 

& P. 

Vigne

Detection of 

Spammers in 

Twitter 

Marketing: A 

Hybrid Approach 

Using Social 

Media Analytics 

and Bio-Inspired 

Computing 

This study employs a mixed 

research technique that 

merges insights from social 

media analytics with bio-

inspired computers to 

simulate Twitter spammers. A 

statistical t-test identified 

thirteen significant 

characteristics, including 
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swara 

Ilavar

asan 

Year 

2017 

emotion diversity, polarity 

diversity, hashing frequency, 

unique words, user mentions, 

linguistic diversity, tweet 

count, follower count, like 

count and friend count. 

The performance of content 

and semantics analysis is 

limited by satire and the use of 

non-English terminology, 

particularly millennial 

language, which is a 

drawback of the current study. 

Shu 

K, 

Wang 

S, Liu 

H 

Year - 

2019 

Beyond news 

contents: Role of 

social context for 

fake news 

detection 

Using a TRI-

RELATIONSHIP 

EMBEDDING 

FRAMEWORK, TriFN can 

extract beneficial features 

from news publishers and user 

encounters independently, 

while concurrently capturing 

the interrelationship. 

However, it is only 

worthwhile to investigate 

useful features and models for 

the early identification of 

bogus news. 

Jwa 

H, Oh 

D, 

Park 

K, 

Kang 

JM, 

Lim H 

Year - 

2019 

exBAKE: 

Automatic Fake 

News Detection 

Model Based on 

Bidirectional 

Encoder 

Representations 

from Transformers 

(BERT) 

In this study, the authors 

explain how BERT 

outperforms previous models. 

For appropriate analysis, it is 

essential to grasp the link 

between words. BERT is 

intended to determine the 

precise link between words in 

a phrase. 

Only three out of four news 

categories achieved state-of-

the-art performance using this 

method. 

Andri 

Fachr

ur 

Rozie, 

Andri

a 

Arisal

, Devi 

Muna

ndar 

Year -

2018 

Transferring 

Multi-Channel 

Convolutional 

NeuralNetwork 

Model for Cross-

Domain Sentiment 

Analysis 

Using Sentiment Analysis 

This paper focused mostly on 

Twitter datasets from the 

telecommunications, 

government, and food & 

beverages industries. 

Primarily focused on 

communications. Using a 

source-based model for 

weight initialization improves 

the performance of sentiment 

analysis significantly. 

Furthermore, it is intriguing to 

discover that the source model 

is not necessarily the most 

accurate. 

In this instance, the 

telecommunications domain 

is less precise than the Food & 

Beverage domain. 

Using sentiment analysis This 

paper focused mostly on 

Twitter datasets from the 

telecommunications, 

government, and food & 

beverages industries. 

Primarily focused on 

communications. Using a 

source-based model for 

weight initialization improves 

the performance of sentiment 

analysis significantly. 

Furthermore, it is intriguing to 

discover that the source model 

is not necessarily the most 

accurate. 

In this instance, the 

telecommunications domain 

is less precise than the Food & 

Beverage domain. 

Using sentiment analysis This 

article focused mostly on 

Twitter datasets from the 

telecommunications, 

government, and food & 

drinks industries. Primarily 

devoted to communications. 

Using a source-based model 

for weight initialization 

improves the performance of 

sentiment analysis 

significantly. Furthermore, it 

is intriguing to discover that 

the source model is not 

necessarily the most accurate. 

In this instance, the 

telecommunications domain 

is less precise than the food 

and beverage domain. 

Tenne

y I, 

Das 

D, 

Pavlic

k E 

Year - 

2019 

BERT 

Rediscovers the 

Classical NLP 

Pipeline 

This study describes how 

various levels of the BERT 

network may resolve syntactic 

and semantic sentence 

structure. 

BERT eliminates the 

unidirectional limitation by 

using a mask language model. 

This work focuses mostly on 

encoder–BERT and edge 

probing experiments and this 
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model has drawbacks 

compared with inspection-

based probing. 

Rohit 

Kuma

r 

Kaliy

ar, 

Anura

g 

Gosw

ami, 

Pratik 

Naran

g 

Year -

2021 

FakeBERT: Fake 

news detection in 

social media using 

a BERT-based 

deep learning 

approach 

Classification findings 

indicate that the power of 

autonomous feature extraction 

using deep learning models is 

crucial for the precise 

identification of false news. 

Deep learning models are 

renowned for producing state-

of-the-art outcomes in various 

artificial intelligence 

applications. 

Vladi

slav 

Kolev

, 

Gerha

rd 

Weiss

, and 

Geras

imos 

Spana

kis  

Year 

2022 

FOREAL: 

RoBERTa Model 

for Fake News 

Detection Based 

on Emotions 

Embedding for RoBERTa is 

identical to that for BERT; 

however, the RoBERTa 

vocabulary is somewhat 

broader, and hence the model 

employs more parameters. 

This article focuses on the 

FOREAL-Fake or Real 

Emotion Analyzer model. 

The findings of Emotion 

Classification using the 

REAL model are 

encouraging. 

Hadee

r 

Ahme

d, Issa 

Traor

e, and 

Sherif 

Saad 

Year 

2017 

Detection of 

Online Fake News 

Using N-Gram 

Analysis and 

Machine Learning 

N-gram modeling is a widely 

used technique for identifying 

and analyzing features in the 

language modeling and 

natural language processing 

disciplines. 

In word-based n-gram data, 

modifications such as stop-

word removal, tokenization, 

sentence segmentation, and 

punctuation removal are 

required. 

Here, a simple classifier based 

on n-grams can distinguish 

between fake and genuine 

news articles. 

Reem

a 

Aswa

ni, 

Arpan 

Kuma

r Kar 

Detection of 

Spammers in 

Twitter 

Marketing: A 

Hybrid Approach 

Using Social 

Media Analytics 

This study employs a mixed 

research technique that 

merges insights from social 

media analytics with bio-

inspired computers to 

simulate Twitter spammers. A 

statistical t-test identified 

& P. 

Vigne

swara 

Ilavar

asa 

Year 

2017 

and Bio-Inspired 

Computing 

thirteen significant 

characteristics, including 

emotion diversity, polarity 

diversity, hashing frequency, 

unique words, user mentions, 

linguistic diversity, tweet 

count, follower count, like 

count and friend count. 

The performance of content 

and semantics analysis is 

limited by satire and the use of 

non-English terminology, 

particularly millennial 

language, which is a 

drawback of the current study. 

 

3. Proposed Methodology 

The proposed model employs the traditional BERT 

architecture with additional tests to obtain the highest level 

of precision. In [23], we had already explained the workings 

of the Tweetruth model, and like any other classifier, it 

predicts whether the tweet is fake or not. This is the 

traditional way of building a classifier and leaving it to do 

the predictions; however, there is a requirement of 

continuously updating the model with recent news and 

trends, checking the source, etc. Depending on Twitter data 

or pre-trained data would result in a bias toward tweets on 

which the model has not been trained. Hence, taking our 

research ahead we propose a robust way of fact-checking 

the tweets via news API as well as Twitter API now known 

as X. This would definitely help us in getting a higher 

confidence and also provide us with a support level for the 

entered tweet. 

We are initially examining a single domain/type of false 

tweet. The classification of tweets will be based on different 

parameters such as name, post, activities, followers, 

following, account date creation, and others. The system 

will use the BERTweet algorithm, which will compare the 

suspected accounts with the set of standard accounts.  

In phase 1 of our study, we will validate disaster-related 

tweets. Later, a second domain of sports-related tweets will 

be added. By using a domain-based approach, the accuracy 

of fake tweet detection will be much higher when compared 

to a universal domain.  

First, the domain is selected, and then the tweet that needs 

to be validated is fed. Then, the tweets are processed to be 

cleaned. These cleaned tweets are then put into the 

BERTweet model. The BERTweet model is already trained 

on datasets from Kaggle. This model is continuously trained 

to improve accuracy. The output from the BERTweet model 

is also checked using the Worldwide News API.  

Using this API, the validity of a tweet is checked across 

popular news websites. If the text in the tweet is found in 

trusted news sources, the tweet is considered factual. If the 
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text is not found on a trusted news website, the entered text 

is considered non-factual.  

3.1 Categorization 

The output from the pre-trained BERTweet model is 

categorized into three classes -   

● Below 25% - Discarded directly 

● Above 25% - Verified on Twitter and Worldwide 

News API 

● Above 75% - Factual tweet 

The above percentages are a threshold that we can adjust 

according to the requirements. The flow of the work will be 

as follows: 

Below 25% - If the output from the BERTweet for the 

entered tweet or the concerned tweet received a score of less 

than 25%, then it will be discarded directly. Because the 

model predicts a score of less than 25%, the tweet is 

considered non-factual or fake. If the score is less than 25%, 

the model does not test the tweet’s authenticity using the 

Worldwide News API. This helps in reducing the processing 

time and results in a much faster user experience. 

Above 25% - If the entered tweet has a score above 25%, 

then further analysis will be required. The text in the tweet 

will be checked on Twitter. This ensures that the entered text 

is a tweet and not any random text. Here, we score the 

Twitter response match. 

1. If the Twitter response match is less than or below 

25%, the tweet is considered a non-factual/fake 

tweet. 

2. If the Twitter response match is above 75%, the 

tweet is considered to be factual. These data are 

stored to re-train the model. As the score from the 

Twitter model was above 75%, it was not checked 

on Worldwide News API. 

3. If the Twitter response match is between 25% and 

75%, it searches throughout the internet on 

multiple news websites for similar articles. If the 

text in the tweet is found in news articles, it is 

considered factual. If the text is not found on any 

popular news website, the tweet is considered 

non-factual or fake. 

Using these checks, the legitimacy of the entered tweets 

may be verified with significantly greater precision than 

with the standard BERT framework. With constant 

feedback, the accuracy of the system can be enhanced 

accordingly. This would make the tweets easier to trace. We 

will be able to identify and discard the concerned tweet more 

efficiently. This will save users and companies a lot of 

trouble. 

 

Fig. 1.  TweetTruth Architecture 

3.2 Acquisition of data 

Since we are focusing on disaster management, the collected 

dataset must be accurate and diverse. With the acquisition 

out of the way, it is important to read the dataset and pre-

process it for further operations that will be executed with 

the help of Pandas. Pandas is a Python package mainly used 

for data analysis and associated manipulation of tabular data 

in data frames.  

Furthermore, the dataset is divided into two classes of 

samples to achieve a diversity of tweet types. One with no 

real disaster and the other with a real disaster. This will be 

useful for segregation and training. The acquired and pre-

processed dataset will be sent for further clarification. 

As far as training is concerned, it is crucial to achieve 

satisfactory speed in the training model. Hence, we propose 

using Pytorch to train a model, as it is inadequate to only use 

the computing power of the CPU. For this, we set the device 

variable to "CUDA" (GPU), which will make the model 

train faster.  

 

Fig. 2.   Steps performed by encode_plus[23] 

This is a five-step process. The below figure shows the steps 

that are used. 

1. This will return the input IDs and attention masks. 

To calculate the max length of the tweets, we use 

the encode method and set the max length 

variable to the maximum length of the sentences 

after adding special tokens. 

2. The above-mentioned tokenization and input 

formatting function is used to tokenize (X_train) 

and validate (X_val) data of tweets. 
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3.3  Dataset Iterator 

The Pytorch DataLoader class will be used to create an 

iterator of the dataset to help save memory during training 

and boost the training speed. Labels will be converted to 

torch tensors with a batch size of 32. 

Next, the tokenized train input IDs are converted, attention 

masks, and train labels to the DataLoader class using 

RandomSampler to randomize drawing samples from the 

dataset. The same operation is performed for data 

validation. In the end, this step will provide the 

train_dataloader and val_dataloader. 

3.3.1 Creation of the Bert Model 

The BERT model is created using the class BertClassifier. 

We specified the hidden size of BERT to 786, the hidden 

size of the classifier to 50, and the number of output classes 

to 2. Initialization of a one-layer feed-forward classifier, this 

class consists of 1 Linear input layer, Activation function as 

RELU, and 1 Linear output layer. Next, a forward function 

is added which takes input as input IDs and attention masks, 

feeds the same to the BERT model, extracts the last hidden 

state of the [CLS] token provides it to the classification 

model, and returns the probabilities. 

3.3.2 Initialization of the Parameters of BERT 

Below are the steps used for initializing the parameters of 

BERT 

1. Initializing the optimizer using AdamW, learning 

rate, and default epsilon value. 

2. Defining the training steps as the length of 

train_dataloader times the epochs. 

3. Finally, define the learning rate scheduler using  

3.3.3 Handling class imbalance 

To handle class imbalance, the study uses sklearn’s 

compute_class_weight method using the class_weight 

param as balanced. Next, convert the class weights to tensor 

objects and then move them to the GPU. These computed 

class weights are used in our model. 

Defining the training loop 

For each epoch, the model is put into the training mode 

using model. train(). For each step and batch in 

train_dataloder, the following steps are performed.  

 

Fig. 3.   Steps performed in train_dataloader 

After the above steps are performed, the average loss for the 

training data is calculated. Next, the model is evaluated 

using the evaluation method defined below. If the calculated 

validation loss is less than the previous validation loss, the 

model is saved. 

3.3.4  Defining the Evaluation Method 

In this step, the mode is put into the evaluation mode using 

the model. eval(). For each batch in the val_dataloader, the 

following steps are performed. 

  

 

Fig. 4. Steps are performed for each batch in the 
val_dataloader during an evaluation 

Finally, the average accuracy and loss over the validation 

set are computed. 

Train the Model 

For the training model, we set the epochs to 5. Next, the 

BERT model is initialized. The training will then process 

the data and take some time to compute. 

3.3.5 Defining the Predict Method 

The prediction step is similar to the evaluation step. A 

forward pass is performed to compute logits and apply 

softmax to calculate probabilities.  

The model is then put into the evaluation mode using model. 

eval(). For each batch in the val_dataloader, the following 

steps are performed. 
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Fig. 5.   Steps performed for each batch in val_dataloader 
during prediction 

Next, logits from each batch are concatenated and softmax 

is applied to calculate the probabilities. 

3.3.6 Saving the model 

The above-mentioned prediction method is used to 

determine the accuracy AUC, and ROC curve of the above 

model. Once the results are satisfactory and meet the 

accuracy standards, the model is saved for inference. 

3.4 Algorithm 

Input: tweet text    Output: tweet type 

 

1. Enter the tweet text 

2. Predict the type of text from the BERTweet model with confidence a 

3. If a > 25%: 

a. Search the same tweet on Twitter using Twitter API. 

b. Use the match tweet procedure (defined below) to match the entered  

tweet and tweets returned by Twitter API. 

c. get match percent as m_pc 

d. If m_pc > 75%: 

                 i. Add the entered tweet to further train the BERTweet  

                 ii. model 

                 iii. Mark the entered tweet as Factual 

                 iv. end 

a. else if m_pc < 75% and m_pc > 25%: 

i. Search the entered tweet on WorldWideNews API. 

1. If the tweet is found: 

a. Mark the entered tweet as 

 Factual 

b. end  

2. else if not found: 

a. Mark the entered tweet as Non-Factual 

b. end 

b. else if m_pc < 25%: 

i. Mark the entered tweet as Non-Factual 

ii. end 

4. else a < 25%: 

a. Mark the entered tweet as Non-Factual 

b. end  

5. procedure match_tweet 

6. For each tweet in the tweets file do 

a. use Levenshtein Distance to get the distance 

between the entered tweet and the tweet 

 from the file and save in a list 

b. use the top match and return the distance 

c. end for 

7. end procedure 

4. Performance Metrics for the Proposed vs 

Existing Model: 

4.1 Table with accuracy and other parameters for BERT 

(vanilla BERT) and BERTweet. 

Output 

Networ

k 

(Model) 

Accura

cy 

Precisi

on 

Reca

ll 

F1 

Scor

e 

AU

C 

Vanilla 

BERT 

0.8657 0.66 0.785 0.71

7 

0.93

1 
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BERTw

eet 

0.885 0.675 0.795 0.71

9 

0.92

54 

Passive 

Aggress

ive 

Classifie

r 

0.843 0.62 0.49 0.54 0.71 

GPT2 0.45 0.22 0.78 0.34 0.59 

Fig 6.  Table with accuracy and other parameters for 

BERT (vanilla BERT) and BERTweet. 

The output for every entered text will be different as the 

confidence and Twitter match scores vary for every tweet. 

4.2 Comparison results for the BERT and BERTweet 

models. 

 

Fig 7.1  Comparison results for the BERT and BERTweet 

models. 

 

Fig 7.2  Comparison results for the BERT and BERTweet 

models. 

5. Conclusion 

Nearly 3,50,000 tweets are generated every minute [18]. 

The amount of fake news that may spread in a matter of 

minutes is enormous because of the quick flow of data. This 

study aims to find fake news tweets among the millions of 

tweets that are posted every day on the internet by using the 

BERTweet framework and the worldwide news API. When 

combined with the worldwide news API, the BERTweet 

model is much better at detecting fake news tweets than the 

standalone BERT model. The domain-based way of finding 

these tweets helps to improve accuracy. The goal of this 

study is to find these fake tweets and give users a way to 

check if any tweet on the internet is real. 
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